Code completion is an important feature in modern IDEs, helping programmers to find needed classes and methods in external APIs. A code completion mechanism defines the way APIs are presented to the programmer and thereby has a strong influence on their usability. In this paper, we present a study that evaluates the code completion mechanisms of popular Java and .Net IDEs. It shows that there are significant differences between them, and that with a good code completion mechanism, programmers more often find the most optimal methods and overloads, reducing the complexity of the resulting code and improving overall performance. Based on the results we present suggestions to improve the usability of APIs.
Introduction
When writing software, programmers often use external APIs. There are many different areas where APIs are used, popular examples being logging (e.g. log4j 1 ), unit testing (e.g. JUnit 2 ) or database access (e.g. Hibernate 3 ). Usability is more and more recognized as an important quality attribute that needs to be taken into account when designing APIs [1, 2, 3] . Issues like the naming of classes and methods significantly influence usability -if class and method names are not intuitive, programmers will have a hard time finding desired features. But the usability depends not only on the API itself: Most programmers develop software using modern integrated development environments (IDEs) like Eclipse for Java or Visual Studio for .Net, which provide features to help the programmer to correctly use the API. One of the most important of these features is code completion, which provides the programmer with a list of items (e.g. classes or methods) that he/she might need depending on the current context. For example, if a programmer wants to call a method of a certain class, code comple-tion will show all of the class's public fields and methods. So, usability of an API is also strongly dependent on the way its features are presented by the IDE's code completion mechanism.
In this paper, we present a study that explores how code completion works in popular modern IDEs and which impact this has on the usability of APIs. For this, we first evaluate the code completion features of the most popular Java and .Net IDEs (see section 2.1), and collect differences and similarities. Differences can be found in the way items are ordered (e.g. alphabetically or by number of usages), as well as how methods and overloads are presented (e.g. everything in a single window, or methods and their overloads in separated windows). In section 2.2 we give an overview of other work related to code completion. It shows that there are a number of papers dealing with the ordering of code completion elements, but none that deal with the way how methods and overloads are presented.
From the evaluation results we selected the IDEs that showed the largest differences concerning this aspect and conducted a study with 20 programmers, which is presented in section 3. In this study we analyzed the impact of code completion on usability when programmers are searching for classes and methods. The results of the study are presented in section 4. They show that the differences in code completion features really result in better or worse usability for the API. Finally, in section 5 we present an interpretation of the study results.
The contribution of this paper focuses on two aspects: First, to prove that code completion methods and usability of APIs are strongly related and to show how the usability of APIs can be improved with existing code completion methods in mind. Second, to suggest ways of improving code completion methods concerning the selection of methods and overloads, based on the study results. guages 4 . For both there are multiple IDEs available, from which we selected the most popular ones 5 :
• Eclipse is the most popular IDE for Java. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the Eclipse code completion feature. For every method of a class, all parameters (including parameter name and type) and the return type are shown, as well as the name of the class where the method is defined. Right to the method list the documentation for the currently selected method is shown.
• NetBeans closely follows Eclipse in popularity. With the exception that the class names are not displayed and the formatting looks a bit different, the code completion window looks the same as in Eclipse.
• IntelliJ is another IDE for Java. Again there are some small differences like formatting, but despite of that the code completion concerning external APIs works the same as in Eclipse.
• Visual Studio is the most widely used IDE for .Net. When compared to the Java IDEs, the code completion shows one big difference: When searching for a method, the list only shows the method names, but not the parameters and return values. While selecting the method, only the parameters of the first overload are shown in the documentation window, but information about the other overloads remains hidden (see Figure  2 (1)). Only after selecting the method, the overloads can be explored one at a time using the up and down arrows (see Figure 2 (2)). So, instead of selecting the desired method and overload in one step, Visual Studio splits this procedure into two consecutive steps.
• ReSharper is a popular addon for Visual Studio that enriches the IDE with a number of helpful coding features. It also enhances Visual Studio's code completion feature which is why we evaluated it individually. Like in Visual Studio, the code completion window first only shows a list of method names without any information about parameters or overloads. But now, an additional list of all available overloads is shown for the currently selected method (see Figure 3) , as well as after having chosen a certain method.
• SharpDevelop is a free to use .Net IDE. Despite of a different formatting, the code completion mechanisms are the same as in Visual Studio.
• MonoDevelop is a multi platform IDE for .Net and its open source variant Mono. Again, the code completion is presented in the same way as in Visual Studio.
What all of the IDEs have in common is that the items in the code completion window are generally sorted in an alphabetical order, and method overloads are sorted first by the number of parameters and then alphabetically (starting with the type of the first parameter). Also, most IDEs learn from the API usage of the programmer to a certain degree, so that when the programmer enters a certain prefix, the selection in the code completion window will automatically jump to the method that was either most often or most recently used with this prefix. Eclipse and IntelliJ additionally change the ordering of elements in the list, so that after a certain number of usages the most frequently used elements will stand on top.
What we see as the most significant difference is the way how methods and overloads are presented. The explored IDEs show three different solutions here: The first one (used by all Java IDEs) is presenting all methods and overloads in a single window, including information about parameters and return types (as shown in Figure 1 ). The second one (used by all .Net IDEs except the ReSharper addon) is presenting methods and overloads in two consecutive steps, first only showing the method names, and only after choosing a certain method showing the overloads one at a time (as shown in Figure 2 ). The third one is offered by ReSharper and is a mix between the other two, presenting only the method names in the first window, but also presenting a second window with the overloads for the currently selected method (see Figure 3 ) in form of a list. The study will concentrate on evaluating these code completion variants.
Related Work
There is a number of existing papers dealing with code completion mechanisms and how to improve them, mainly concentrating on the filtering and ordering of items that are presented in the code completion window.
[4] shows how program history can improve code completion. It presents a comparison of 8 different code completion variants, and shows that programmers tend to call methods to which they recently made changes more often, so that presenting these methods at the top of the list can improve programming performance. Since a programmer won't make changes to external APIs, this will only improve the usability of the programmer's own APIs, but not of external ones. Another interesting mechanism for ordering elements in the code completion window is presented in [5] , suggesting that a code completion mechanism could learn from examples which API classes and method are the most important. [6] shows how a code completion window can present the most often used ways of instantiating a class by learning from usage examples and crowd sourcing. [7] suggests to take into account the identifier names that programmers use to guess which methods they want to call most likely, e.g. if the programmer defines a variable named "angle", he/she might want to call methods that deal with the calculation of angles. [8] and [9] present further improvements by ordering code completion elements, e.g. by taking into account if a method has been defined in a base-or sub-class, and filtering out certain methods that are unlikely to be used in a certain context.
Further, there are several papers that don't deal with filtering and ordering: [10] introduces a system for code completion from abbreviated input, significantly reducing the number of keystrokes needed to find code elements and improving performance. [11] presents a querying system where the user can specify input and output parameters and gets presented a list of possible methods (or method chains) to reach the specified goals, making it especially easier if the programmer doesn't know where to look for a certain method or if multiple methods are needed. [12] shows a way to improve code completion by integrating specialized interfaces, e.g. presenting a color chooser when the programmer wants to instantiate an object of type Color.
Concerning our study, none of these papers deal with the question what information about a single item the code completion window actually shows, or if there are multiple selection steps (like first selecting the method, then the overload). We therefore see our study as a valuable addition to the existing research.
Also of interest for this paper are API design guidelines like [13] and [14] . Most suggestions contained in such guidelines are based on the experiences of the corresponding authors, but lack a scientific basis. There is no existing research concerning whether these guidelines coincide with the way code completion mechanisms work, so our goal is also to evaluate whether our study results support existing guidelines or not.
Design of the Study
Because of the results of the IDE evaluation, we chose to compare three different IDEs: Eclipse (representing the Java IDEs), Visual Studio (representing the .Net IDEs) and Visual Studio with the ReSharper addon. Our study included 20 programmers: 10 working with Eclipse, 5 working with Visual Studio, and another 5 working with ReSharper. Each of them was experienced with the IDE he/she needed to use, and had been working with it regularly. The programmers had from 2 to 10 years of programming experience, were between 20 and 30 years old and came from both academic and industrial background.
For our study we created an API for reading and writing ZIP Files. We chose this topic because we assumed that most programmers hadn't already worked with an API for zipping, but are basically familiar with the used terms (zip, file, extract, ...), so that similar starting conditions for every programmer should be guaranteed. To provide meaningful methods, we looked at several existing ZIP APIs, like the DotNetZip 6 library. We implemented our API for both Java and .Net as equally as possible, but in both cases following platform-specific conventions (e.g. upper/lower case, getters/setters in Java, properties in .Net). The main class ZipFile contained 40 methods and 30 properties (in Java getters/setters). For the methods a total of 70 overloads was created, resulting in an overall number of 170 members.
Programmers had to solve 8 different tasks with the API within 45-60 minutes time, each task involving one certain class and method (e.g. creating a zip file using the class ZipFile and the method addFile) that needed to be found. For every task the API contained one optimal method and overload, with which the task could be solved most easily, as well as additional methods and overloads that also allowed solving the task but were more complicated to use. Solving the task with a non-optimal overload required filling additional method parameters, or additional effort for fulfilling the requirements of certain method parameters. Solving the task with a non-optimal method required calling additional methods, or additional effort for parameters. All tasks were designed as unit tests, so that users could easily execute their code and see if the results are correct. The methods used in the different tasks provided different numbers of overloads and other methods with a similar name, so the study would show which cases are easier or more difficult to handle. All programmers were recorded using a screen capturing software, and a supervisor was sitting next to the programmer to explain each task, and if a programmer was lost, cancel the task and let him/her continue with the next one.
For the analysis of performance results we used a very fine grained evaluation method as described in [16] . Splitting the performance data into small parts removes unnecessary noise and ensures its suitability for statistical evaluation. For every programmer and task, we measured the time it took for finding the method, as well as the fact if the optimal method and overload were found. The goal of the study was to show if differences in code completion mechanisms influence any one of these criteria.
Results

Finding the Optimal Method
For all cases where the correct class was used, we evaluated whether programmers used the optimal method. In Eclipse, programmers found and used the optimal method in 56 out of 66 cases. With Visual Studio, the results with and without ReSharper are very similar, which is not surprising since the first step of the code completion works equally in both cases. Combining these two variants, the optimal method was found in 61 of 64 cases. Table 1 summarizes these results. To analyze the data we used Fisher's exact test [15] , which is a statistical significance test used for the analysis of contingency tables, and has the advantage of providing exact results even for small sample sizes. A comparison of Eclipse with the two Visual Studio variants shows a p-value of 0.0766, so there is a high probability that the difference between the IDEs is significant. For cases where the optimal method was not found we tried to find more evidence why exactly the users were not able to find them. From the 8 tasks that the programmers had to accomplish, one stands out the most, where from the 10 Eclipse users only 5 were able to find the optimal method, while all Visual Studio users found the method without problems. The goal of this task was creating a zip file by compressing a single file. To do that, users had to find the method addFile in the class ZipFile. In addition to this method, the API contained other similarly named methods like addDirectory and addEntry, which also had multiple overloads. In most cases users searched for methods with the prefix "add". Figure 4 shows a comparison of the corresponding code completion results in Eclipse and Visual Studio. While Visual Studio displays no overloads and therefore shows the desired method at position 5, in Eclipse due to the large number of overloads the method is shown at position 18. Figure 4 shows the two IDEs in direct comparison.
Since users typically read the code completion window top down, in Eclipse they often began to closer investigate the overloads of addEntry and didn't read further down. Methods of choice were for example the two ad- dEntry overloads that can be seen at the top of the code completion window shown in Figure 4 (1), one taking an entry name and a byte array, the other one an entry name and an input stream. To use these methods, users first had to manually read the file content, e.g. by using a FileInputStream, which resulted in a more complex code. The code in these cases also tended to be more error prone than with the optimal method -two of the users that used addEntry didn't close the stream, so the file remained locked.
Finding the Optimal Overload
For all cases where the optimal method was found, we evaluated whether programmers used the optimal overload. The results are shown in Table 2 . This time both Eclipse and ReSharper show a high number of optimal finds (over 95%), while only 87% of the Visual Studio users were able to find the optimal overload. This can be related to the difference of displaying overloads: Both Eclipse and ReSharper display the overloads as a list, which makes it easy to get an overview of the available overloads just by taking a short look. On the other hand, Visual Studio only displays one overload at a time and shows a hint about the number of overloads (e.g. "2 of 4", see Figure 2 (2)). Again we analyzed the data for statistical significance with Fisher's exact test: We combined the results of Eclipse and ReSharper and compared them to Visual Studio. The resulting p-value of 0.0706 again indicates a high probability that this difference is significant.
A closer investigation of why the optimal overloads were not found shows that this was especially the case when the optimal overload was placed somewhere further down (e.g. the 4th or 5th overload in the list). In Visual Studio, users would sometimes just not look through all of the overloads, but only the first two or three, or sometimes they wouldn't even recognize at first sight that the method had overloads at all.
After showing the methods to the programmers that they oversaw, some of them could not explain why they didn't see the methods (and were actually surprised themselves about this fact), or scroll down further so that the method would have become visible. One Visual Studio user said that he would have expected the most relevant method overload to be on top (which wasn't the case since overloads are sorted by parameter count and alphabetically, starting with the first parameter's type). This could also be an indication that, while the alphabetical ordering of methods is clear, it may not be so clear by which criteria the 
Overall erformance
In addition to the number of optimal methods and overloads used, we also evaluated the performance of the programmers when searching for methods. Figure 5 compares the search times for the 3 different IDEs in a box plot. It shows that the distribution of the values is very similar for all 3 IDEs, with the median time for searching a method being around 20 seconds. We analyzed the data to check if there are any statistically significant differences. We therefore used the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, which is a non-parametric statistical hypothesis test for assessing whether two samples of independent observations are different. We chose this test because the data show significant floor effects, and so a parametric test (which requires a normal distribution) cannot be used.
For all pairs of IDEs the test resulted in a p-value larger than 0.3, which means there are no significant differences between any of them. Therefore it can be said that all code completion mechanisms are equal in performance. This is especially interesting since it shows that despite of the fact that the list in the Eclipse code completion window (showing 170 items for members of the ZipFile class) is much larger than in Visual Studio (showing only 70 items), users are not significantly slower in finding what they are looking for. When asked if the large number of methods and overloads bothered them, some of the Eclipse programmers answered that it didn't because when searching through the list, their eyes were just jumping over entries with the same starting signature. The fact that there is no difference in performance indicates that programmers who are experienced with a certain IDE have acquired such a selective way of reading.
It is important to not conclude from these performance results that in the end the code completion mechanism doesn't have any impact on performance. Since there were only relatively few cases (between 5% and 15%) 764 P Figure 6 . Boxplots for searching and using methods: (1) optimal method used vs. non-optimal method used, (2) optimal overload used vs. non-optimal overload used.
where the optimal method or overload was not found this is not noticeable in the overall search time statistics. To prove that using a non-optimal method or overload is significantly slower than using the optimal one, we can compare these two cases directly: Figure 6 (1) shows a comparison of the search and usage times for methods, with a median time of 29 seconds for using the optimal method, compared to a median time of 94 seconds for using a nonoptimal method. Figure 6 (2) compares the usage of optimal and non-optimal overloads, with a similar result. Again we used the Wilcoxon rank-sum test to analyze the data, with the result that there are significant differences in both cases (p=0.0109 for methods, p=0.0001 for overloads). This shows that both using a non-optimal method and using a non-optimal overload has a significant impact on performance, with the search and usage times being 2 to 4 times higher.
Impact of Programmer Experience
We additionally checked if the programming experience has any impact on whether the optimal method or overload is found and used.
If more experienced programmers would more often find and use the optimal method/overload, this would be an important fact and could be a threat to the validity of the study results. Figure 7 shows diagrams for the percentage of cases where programmers didn't find the optimal method or overload, depending on their years of experience. It shows that more experienced programmers were not better in finding the optimal method/overload.
In [16] we conducted a study concerning influencing factors for the usability of APIs, like the number of classes or type of instantiation. In this study we analyzed if programming experience has any impact on the overall performance, with the same result: Programmers with more years of programming experience were not significantly faster than less experienced ones. Figure 7 . Percentage of cases where not the optimal method(1) / overload(2) was used, depending on the years of programming experience.
Interpretation of Results
The study results show that there are significant differences between the evaluated code completion mechanisms. When searching for methods, a splitting in two steps, where first the method names and then the method overloads are shown, is superior to presenting all information in a single list. When searching for overloads, the presentation in form of a list is better than when only a single overload can be viewed at once. Considering these results, the best of all evaluated code completion mechanisms can be found in ReSharper.
The results also show that if the way an API is present by the code completion mechanism is not taken into account, this can lead to usability problems. The discovered problems are that more often non-optimal methods or overloads are chosen. This results in more complex code, as programmers have more effort fulfilling the method requirements since a higher number of parameters must be provided, parameters are more complex, or even multiple other methods must be used instead. The resulting code gets harder to read and more error prone. Also, the performance results showed that using a non-optimal method or overload takes significantly more time than using an optimal one.
Several suggestions can be derived from the results:
Improving the sability of APIs
Distinctiveness of Methods Methods were especially hard to find in cases where there was a large number of other methods with the same prefix. For example, programmers had difficulties when searching for the method addFile as described in section 4.1. Although they were searching with the correct prefix "add" (which indicates that the method name is actually well chosen), programmers often could not find the method because there was a large number of other methods with exactly the same prefix.
Programmers had most problems when the desired method was so far down in the list that it was not directly U visible without first scrolling down. In the evaluated IDEs the code completion window contained about 10 to 15 elements, so when an important method appears further down than 10th position it should be considered to either remove or rename the method or other methods placed above, to improve usability. Distinctive method names help presenting the programmer with as few choices as possible.
It is important to note that this only concerns methods with the same prefix. When programmers had chosen a certain prefix to be suitable for the task, they would only look at the corresponding methods, and not any others, making the overall count of methods in the class mostly irrelevant. Only when programmers had absolutely no success with the prefixes that they suspected a method to begin with, they started scrolling through the whole list of methods.
Overloads
Overloads were especially hard to find in cases where an overload was further down in the list, either because of an unexpectedly large number of parameters, or because of an unfavorable alphabetical ordering. Unfortunately there is no possibility for the API to influence the alphabetical ordering. What can be influenced by the API is the number of parameters by having the API define "default overloads" with fewer parameters, so programmers can find a simple overload on top of the list if they expect one.
Depending on the IDE, a large number of overloads can lead to usability problems which should be taken into account when creating APIs in the corresponding programming language:
With Visual Studio we observed that programmers tended to not scroll down further when they expected to find an easy to use overload, e.g. one with just a single parameter, while actually the best suitable overload had three parameters. Sometimes they did not notice that the method has overloads at all. It should be tried to keep the number of overloads per method low, because with more than 3 overloads, programmers tended to not look through the whole list. Important overloads should be prevented from being far down in the list, e.g. by removing others placed further up that may be rarely used. Also, the .Net feature of optional parameters can help keeping the number of overloads to a minimum.
With Eclipse, due to showing methods and overloads in a single list, overloads can push other important methods out of view in the code completion window. Therefore, methods that are listed above important other methods with the same prefix should not define too many overloads.
Comparison with design guidelines
Existing guidelines (e.g. [13, 14] ) support the results of the study, suggesting that names should be used that are intuitive and follow the domain language, and that it is good to have method/constructor overloads making default assumptions for as many parameters as possible. Our study provides a valuable addition to these guidelines by showing how these problems occur, and more concrete suggestions on finding problematic methods/overloads and dealing with them, having the used IDE and code completion mechanism in mind.
Improving ode ompletion echanisms
We discovered that considerable improvements could be made in the ordering of overloads. While all explored IDEs order overloads first by number of parameters and then in an alphabetical ordering (starting with the name of the first parameter's type), this doesn't seem intuitive for most programmers. Instead of an alphabetical ordering, items could for example be ordered by the simplicity of the parameter types, e.g. a string parameter would always be ordered above a complex type. This was something that some programmers expected during the study, and were surprised that simple parameters were not standing at the top of the list. Another interesting possibility would be to define the ordering of overloads (or methods as well) as meta information in the API itself. Also, existing suggestions as described in section 2.2 could be evaluated if they can be used for ordering overloads.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a study that evaluated the code completion mechanisms of popular .Net and Java IDEs. The results showed that, depending on the code completion mechanism, there are significant differences in the chances of finding the optimal method/overload. The usage of the optimal method/overload has significant impact on performance, as well as on the complexity and faultiness of the resulting code. We additionally showed that more experienced programmers didn't make less errors that inexperienced ones, which strengthens the validity of the study results. As best code completion mechanism we identified displaying methods and overloads as lists in two separate windows. This method is used by none of the popular IDEs like Eclipse, NetBeans and Visual Studio. An integration of the method into these IDEs could therefore bring usability improvements for many software developers.
We analyzed the results to show how APIs can be improved to increase usability with the used code completion mechanism in mind. Suggestions include keeping the number of methods with the same prefix below a certain level by using distinctive method names, defining meaningful default values for overloads, and when needed removing rarely needed methods/overloads that could block the view in the code completion window to more important ones. The results also showed that different usability problems arise with different IDEs, so an API can be easier to understand when designing it with the right target IDE in mind.
For future research, we plan to further investigate the usability of APIs to find out more about which properties of an API influence usability. A special focus lies on identifying properties that can be measured automatically, and integrating these into a measurement approach as we pre-
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C C M sented in [3] . Resulting from the presented study, a measurable property could be the number of methods in a class that have the same prefix, where a high number could be an indicator that a method has bad usability because it is hard to find. Also, we want to investigate further how overloads can be efficiently ordered, for example by ordering by simplicity of parameters or providing a custom ordering.
